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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This is the preliminary review of a request to remodel an existing single family residence and
construct additions to the residence totaling 126 square feet. The total square footage for the
residence and attached two-car garage would increase from 1,528 square feet to 1,654 square
feet. The maximum height of the residence would remain at 12 feetsix inches.

Proposed improvements for the home include a master bedroom addition, a laundry room
addition (behind the garage), reconfiguring the interior layout and reorienting the garage door
from a side-loaded garage entry to a street-facing garage door. The existing driveway and curb
cut would be removed and replaced with new landscaping, walkways and a patio. A new
driveway and curb cut would be installed to align with the new garage door. A low wood and
metal wire fence is proposed, in line with the face of the garage,to create an enclosed front patio
area. New site landscaping is also proposed for the front yard area.

Proposed plans, including photo exhibits of the proposed fence and landscaping are attached as
Exhibit A.

PROJECT SETTING

The 7,800 square foot lot is presently improved with a 7,528 square foot one story single family
residence and attached two-car garage that was built in the late 1950s. The three bedroom two
bathroom residence is situated midblock on the north side of the street and features a side-loaded
garage placed at the front of the home. The front yard is landscaped with lawn; the rest of the
front yard is occupied by the existing driveway. A lawn parkway strip separates the public
sidewalk from the street; a new street tree has recently been planted in the parkway and would
conflict with the proposed garage door/driveway reorientation. Drainage and public utility
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easements run across the rear 32 feet of the lot. A separate six-foot wide public utility easement
nrns along the west (side) property line.

The project site is located in the Canalino Village Tract and is surrounded by homes to the east,
south and west that were built as part of the same subdivision. The residence backs up to the
Mission Terrace Estates subdivision.

The site is zoned Single Family Residential (7-R-1) and has a Low Density Residential (LDR)
land use designation.

PROJECT ANALYSIS

Carpinteria Municipal Code

The following table identifies the project's conformance with Municipal Code requirements:

Desisn Review

The proposed remodel/addition would update the existing residence's exterior colors and
materials. Painted siding would be introduced along the street-facing elevation for the garage
and master bedroom bump out. A new asphalt shingle roof is also proposed for the home. À
new decorative patio trellis is proposed to be built over the entry area in between the garage and
new master bedroom addition. The applicants are proposing to re-use the existing solid garage
door.

Standard Req uirement/Allowance Proposal

Setbacks
Front

Side
(East)

Side
(West)

Rear

50 feet from centerline of
street or 20 feet from property
line, whichever is greater.

6 feet 6 inches (equivalent to
l0% of the lotwidth)

6 feet 6 inches (equivalent to
l0% of the lot width)

15 feet

Existing: 50 feet from CL, 20 feet
from PL
Proposed: No change

Existing: 7 feet
Proposed: No change

Existing: 8 feet
Proposed: No change

Existing: 52 feet
Proposed: No change

Height 30 feet Existing: 12 feet 6 inches
Proposed: No chanqe

Building Coverage 35%o max (2,730 square feet) 2I.2% (1,654 square feet)

Parking 2 spaces (in a garage) Existing: 2-car garage
Proposed: No chanse
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New landscaping, hardscape and fencing is also proposed. Cut sheets for the pïoposed fencing
and example photos of the anticipated landscaping are included with the plan set. The plans call
for reusing some of the broken concrete from the existing driveway for patio and walkway areas
in the front and rear yards. A new concrete driveway would also be installed; however it is
unclear from the drawings what the color, materials or finish for the driveway would be. The
applicant is also proposing to replace the existing lawn in the parkway strip with gravel. Staff
asks that the Board review the proposed landscape/hardscape improvements and provide
feedback on whether the selected materials are appropriate. Staff strongly recommends that the
parkway be replaced with landscaping rather than gravel or other materials.

General Plan/Coastal Plan Neiehborhood Policies

The project site has a General Plan/Local Coastal Plan designation of Low Density Residential
(LDR), and is zoned Single Family Residential (7-R-1). The City's Community Design Element
of the General Plan contains both general over-arching policies and specific sub-area policies.
The project site is in Design Sub-area 3 (Canalino/Santa Monica/El Carro Neighborhoods).

CITYWIDE COMMUNITY DESIGN OBJECTIVES

Objective CD-l: The size, scale andform of buildings and their placement on a parcel should
be compatible with adjacent and nearby properties, and with the dominant neighborhood or
di s tr ic t dev e I opment p att ern.

The proposed additions to the home would not noticeably alter the size, scale or form of the
building as viewed from the street. Only a minor bump out of the master bedroom would be
visible from the public realm. The single story character of the home would be maintained and
the maximum height would remain at 12 feet six inches. As part of the remodel, the garage door
would be reoriented to face the street. V/hile this is a common layout in the neighborhood and
reduces the amount of paving in the front yard, the reorientation makes the garage more
prominent in its appearance. Thus, the applicant and Board should consider architectural
features that could be used to improve the aesthetics of the garage or reduce its prominence.

Objective CD-3: The design of the community should be consistent with the desire to protect
views of the mountains and the sea (california coqstal Act of 1972 530251).

The existing residence has a maximum height of 12 feet six inches; the proposed improvements
would not alter the home's height. Existing mountain views over the residence would remain
available.

Objective CD-5: The streets of neighborhood interiors should be designed to be the "living
rooms" of the neighborhood, where children and adults can safely play or walk. The design and
details of streets, frontages and buildings should support this ob.jective.
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Policy CD-Sa: Main entrances should be oriented to the street. Entry elements such as porches,
stoops, patios andforecourts ore encouraged. Such entry elements should be selectedþr their
compatibility with the adjacent houses and the general neighborhood pattern.

Policy cD-Sb: Garages should not dominate views from any public street.

Policy CD-Sc: Low walls, low fences and hedges should be encouraged along the frontages to
define the edge of the private yard area, where appropriate.

Policy CD-Sd: Houses within a neighborhood may vary in materials and style, but strong
contrasts in scale, color and roofforms should generally be avoided.

The proposed project would update the residence's appearance and add new decorative elements
such as a trellis entry porch, decorative wood siding on the front elevation, a new low wire fence
and stone front patioiwalkways. These features improve the residence's aesthetics and create a
more inviting and attractive streetscape. Reorienting the garage to face the street would reduce
the amount of front yard paving and allow for a separate pedestrian pathway to lead from the
sidewalk to the front door rather than requiring visitors to walk up the driveway as in the current
setting. Nonetheless, the garage itself arguably becomes more prominent in the proposed
scheme. This could be mitigated by using a high quality decorative garage door, softening with
landscaping along the sides of the garage or introducing other decorative elements to soften the
garuge door's prominent position at the front of the house.

Objective CD-9: To ensure that streets enhance the established Cityframework and design.

Policy CD-9a: The City shall promote the planting of appropriate street trees in existing and
new neighborhoods to define and enhance the City's streetscape.

A street tree was recently planted in the existing parkway strip in front of the subject residence.
The tree would be in the way of the relocated curb cut and driveway andthus would need to be
removed. Therefore, staff recommends the applicant work with the Public Works Department to
relocate the existing tree, if possible, or select a new appropriate street tree to plant elsewhere
along the project's frontage.

Objective CD-13: Ensure that lighting of new development is sensitive to the character and
natural resources of the City and minimizes photopollution to the maximum extent feasible.

Policy CD-13b: Lighting shall be low intensity, and located and designed so qs to minimize
direct view of light sources and dffisers, and to minimize halo and spillover effects.

Cut sheets for exterior lighting have not been included at this time, however the proposed floor
plan shows that exterior lighting is proposed adjacent to the entry and next to the garage door, as
well as in the rear yard. Staff will require the applicants to provide a cut sheet of their proposed
fixtures to ensure compliance with this Objective and Policy.
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Objective CD-14: Protect and preserve nqtural resources by reducing energt consumption.

Implementation Policy 7: Building orientation shall be designed to maximize notural tighting
and passive solar heating and cooling.

Implementation Policy 8z Landscaping shall be designed to maximize the use of native
drought+olerant species and deciduous trees to shade buildings in summer and allow for passive
solar heating in winter.

The subject property is oriented to the south. As part of the proposed remodel, the existing
restrooms and master bedroom located against the front elevation wall would get new windows.
These south-facing windows would provide opportunities to take advantage of natural light. The
decorative patio trellis over the entry would help to provide some shading from the sun along the
residence's frontage as well. The proposed landscape scheme would utilize drought tolerant
materials such as the types of plants shown in the applicant's included exhibit photos.

SUB AREA 3 OBJECTIVES & POLICIES

Objective CDS3-2: Preserve and enhsnce the existingresidential neighborhood qnd ensure
that new development enhances the neighborhood character.

Objective CDS3-3: Ensure that new development is sensitive to the scale and character of the
existing neighborhoods, and consistent with the City's "small beach town" image.

Policy CDS3-b: Enhance the pedestrian character of the neighborhood's streets, parks and
lanes.

Implementation Policy 4lz Open woodfences, including split rail and picket types, are
appropriate onfrontage lines. Solidfences and walls should be limited to side and rear lot lines.

As described above, the proposed improvements would not noticeably increase the residence's
size, bulk or scale. The residence would continue to be compatible with surrounding homes.
The proposed improvements would however give the aging home an updated appearance with
new exterior finishes, colors, landscaping and decorative elements, including a low metal wire
fence set back approximately 20 feet from the sidewalk. Elements such as the new pedestrian
walkway separate from the driveway, and the new front yard patio improve the pedestrian
character of the home. The pedestrian friendly features could be strengthened further by taking
additional steps to mitigate the garage door's prominence relative to the rest of the house.

SUB AREA 3 RESIDENTIAL DESIGN GUIDELINES

DG-2: When a garage fronts the street, the width of the garage should not exceed the width of
the habitøble frontage of the dwelling.
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The current garage does not exceed the width of the habitable frontage of the dwelling, nor
would it as a result of the project. The garage does however sit entirely in front of the residence
and the proposed reorientation of the garage to face the street would arguably make it even more
prominent. Typically, in these scenarios, staff and the Board recommend that further measures
be taken to soften the garuge's appearance. These measures include the use of high quality
materials, landscaping, or the use of decorative architectural features.

DG-3: Exterior architectural treatment and detoil should be carried around qll sides of the
building.

The existing residence has a stucco exterior and most of the residence's exterior finish would
remain this way. The applicant is however, proposing to clad the street-facing elevation of the
garage and master bedroom in painted horizontal siding. The submitted rendering suggests the
siding would return around the corners of these elevations onto the side elevations for a short
distance, however the submitted elevation drawings do not show this. Staff would appreciate
direction from the Board on the treatment/use of horizontal siding on the front building
elevation.

DG-4: Elements such as windows and doors should be consistent in design with the existing
theme of a house and when appropriate should draw from elements in the existing
neighborhoods.

DG-5: The use of bay windows, dormers, balconies, covered porches and other decorative
elements are encouraged when appropriate to the architecture of a building, particularly when
these elements would be oriented toward a public street or public space.

It appears architectural treatments and materials proposed as part of the remodel would be
compatible with the architecture of the house and the character of the surrounding neighborhood.
Decorative elements such as the entry patio trellis, the use of horizontal wood siding on some of
the street-facing portions of the house and new landscaping, fencing and hardscape all improve
the properties street-front appearance.

DG-6: Fences in the front yard should avoid the use of solid materials and be constructed of
decorative open materials that emulate the architectural style of the house. Chain link, wire and
similar materiqls should be avoided. Fences should be set back a minimum of two feetfrom the
back of sidewalk to allow for planting between the sidewalk and the fence. Planting should be of
a material that will not exceed a maximum height of three feet.

A low wood metal wire fence is proposed to be installed in the front yard in line with the face of
the garage. A cut sheet for the proposed fence style/material is provided with the plan set. The
Board should consider whether the proposed fencing style and material is appropriate to the
setting or would be more appropriately replaced with a wood picket-style fence or similar.

DG-7: Muted tones should be encouraged, unless otherwise determined to be inappropriate by
the Architectural Review Bosrd.
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DG-8: New additions should replicate or complement the existing structure or the entire
structure should be remodeled as part of an overall architectural design.

DG-9: Materials should be high quality and durable (taking into consideration its uses and
climate) and authentic to the chosen qrchitectural style.

A color/material board has not been submitted to date, however the proposed elevation drawings
and rendering provide a sense of the proposed exterior colors and materials for the residence.
Based on the rendering, it appears these colors/materials would generally be appropriate to the
neighborhood and are generally carried around the entire building elevation with the exception of
the wood siding, which as already discussed, is proposed to only be used on portions of the street
front elevation.

SUMMARY OF ISSUES

o Proposedremodel/additions;
o Proposed landscape and hardscape materials, including in the City right-of-way;
o Proposed metal wire fencing;
o Garage prominence and the need for additional softening/articulation;
o Colors and materials, including the use of new painted wood siding on some portions of

the front elevation.

RECOMMENDATION

The Board should provide comments on the issues raised. If the Board finds the project meets
the applicable design criteria, the Board should recommend preliminary approvalto the
Community Development Director.

ATTACHMENTS

Exhibit A- Proposed architectural plans and cut sheets
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